Reduction in estimated stroke risk associated with practice-based stroke-risk assessment and awareness in a large, representative population of hypertensive patients: results from the ForLife study in Italy.
A previous analysis of the ForLife study demonstrated a high estimated risk of stroke, poor blood pressure control and higher cardiovascular risk. Data from a subsequent visit within 6 months, to evaluate the impact of systematic stroke risk assessment, are reported. Between February and July 2003, 1800 general practitioners (GPs) recruited a total of 12,792 (7512 untreated and 5280 treated) patients with hypertension. Blood pressure values were assessed in the whole study population, and for different demographic and clinical features in two visits within 6 months. The data were recorded into a Framingham-based stroke risk score and computed using a risk calculator. Between the two visits the percentage of patients with controlled blood pressure (< 140/90 mmHg) increased substantially in all subgroups, being greater in patients who were not treated at baseline. Among initially treated patients, the greater control of blood pressure involved both diastolic and systolic values. The percentage of patients with diabetes whose blood pressure levels were less than 130/80 mmHg also increased at the second visit. Between the two visits the estimated stroke risk score showed a reduction, with a significant shift of patients from high to intermediate and low-risk categories. This reduction involved all subgroups, including patients with diabetes and left ventricular hypertrophy. The present large-scale observational study demonstrates that the assessment of stroke risk and increased awareness of stroke risk factors by GPs is associated with improved blood pressure control, reduced cardiovascular risk profile and a prompt reduction in the 10-year estimated risk of stroke.